**Literary Resources in MARVEL!**

**Contemporary Authors:** A bio-bibliographical guide to current writers in fiction, general nonfiction, poetry, journalism, drama, motion pictures, television and other fields.

**Contemporary Literary Criticism Select:** Critical and biographical essays on authors currently living or who died after 1959. CLC Select may be searched separately or simultaneously with Contemporary Authors and the Dictionary of Literary Biography.

**Dictionary of Literary Biography:** Provides nearly 10,000 biographical and critical essays on the lives, works, and careers of the world's most influential literary figures from all eras and genres.

**Gale Literature Databases:** Includes Contemporary Authors, Contemporary Literary Criticism Select, and Dictionary of Literary Biography.

**Literary Reference Center:** A full-text database that provides over 100,000 articles of literary criticism, 34,000 plot summaries, 22,000 author biographies, and more than 670,000 book reviews.

**Literature Resource Center:** Access biographies, bibliographies, and critical analyses of more than 120,000 authors from every age and literary discipline. Scribner Writer’s Series includes essays and literary genres. Twayne Author Series contains the full text of Twayne Literary Masters books on individual World, US, or English authors.

**Novelist Plus:** Provides subject access to thousands of fiction titles. Search options include author, title, description, genre, award, reviews, and publishers. There are also recommended reads and book discussion guides.

**ProQuest Newspapers:** Provides the full text of more than 500 U.S. and international news sources, including Maine newspapers and The New York Times. An advance search allows for book reviews (select document type: reviews).

**Scribner Writers:** Scribner Writers Series includes 15-20 page signed essays on more than 1,600 authors and literary genres.

**Twayne's Author Series:** Offers critical introductions to the lives and works of writers, to the history and influence of literary movements, and to the development of literary genres.